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Abstract
An accurate and robust transformed face descriptor that exploits
the capabilities of filtered backprojection applied on Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) and kernel Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) methods is proposed. The method is invariant to
rotation, variations in facial expression and illumination. Filtered
backprojection constructs transform parameters from a set of
projections through an image enhancing feature patterns that
provide an initialization for subsequent DCT computations. DCT
discards high-frequency coefficients that form least significant
data to retain a subset of lower frequency coefficients visually
significant in the image. The resulting coefficient features are
mapped to lower dimensional space using PCA which extracts
principal components that form the basis for the neural network
classifier. Experiments were carried on JAFEE database and
computed results compared with PCA and DCT approach. The
results demonstrate significant improvements in results compared
to other approaches.
Keywords: Filtered backprojection, DCT, PCA, Neural
Network.

1. Introduction
Today's world where social media has taken centre stage,
face to face communication is shifting towards internet, email, text messaging and telephones. On the other hand
faces naturally capture things that are difficult to embrace
with spoken words and one such way is by use of face
expressions. Face expressions are nonverbal interactive
signals through which social information flows to the
recipient displaying a person's affective states and intents.
Interpreting these affective states gives an insight to a
variety of information that can be derived from the face.
Face expressions communicate emotions faster and more
effective than words. As a result there is need to develop
human centred user interfaces that respond readily to
naturally occurring, multimodal, human communication
with the capacity to receive, initiate course of action and
monitor user feedback. Facial recognition accuracy
depends heavily on how well the input images are

compensated for pose, illumination and facial expression
given that variations within a face are much more
compared to variations between faces [1].
The existing facial expression recognition literature is
broadly divided into three. The holistic approach [3-4],
feature-based approach [5-6],[28] and hybrid approach [7].
Holistic approach also referred to as appearance-based
approach identifies faces using global representations
examples include Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
also called Eigenfaces, Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Neural
Networks (NN). Feature-based approach extracts
distinctive facial features such as eyes, mouth, nose as well
as other control points from the face. These are processed
to reduce input image to a vector of geometric features
from which statistical pattern recognition techniques are
employed to match faces. The disadvantage of feature
approach is difficulty in automatic feature detection and
the fact that its left upon the implementer to make arbitrary
decisions to which features are relevant. In case the chosen
features lack discrimination ability, no amount of
subsequent processing can compensate for that intrinsic
deficiency [2]. Hybrid approach separately extracts both
local and global features and combines them for
recognition. As a result it is expected that systems utilizing
both local and global features can display more accurate
results. Other systems like [8] employ the use machine
based learning techniques while [9,10] make use of
temporal dynamic information encoded directly in features.
Eigenfaces define feature space that drastically reduce the
dimension of the original space, and face identification is
carried out in this reduced space. Sirovich and Kirby [11]
were the first to utilize Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT)
to economically represent face images. They demonstrated
that any face can efficiently be represented along the
eigenface coordinate space, and that a face can be
approximately reconstructed using a small collection of
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eigenfaces. Based on Sirovich and Kirby’s findings Turk
and Pentland [12,13] noted that projections along
eigenfaces could be used as classification features to
recognize faces. In [14], authors improved PCA by adding
operations to standardize faces with respect to position and
size. Also in [13] the authors used PCA on particular
features of a face. The features became part of the “feature
space,” and a distance-to-feature-space (DFFS) metric was
used to locate them in an image. This localization served
as a pre-processing stage for later normalization, cropping,
and classification [1]. Since then, PCA has become a
popular method for face recognition. Daw-Tung lin [15]
proposed the use of Hierarchical Radial Basis Function
Network model to classify facial expressions based on
local feature extraction by PCA technique.
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) has excellent energy
compaction property for highly correlated data this helps in
reduction of feature vector dimension. Previously DCT has
been used for feature extraction either in a holistic or
feature based approach to provide compact subspace
representation. In [16] Radon transform was exploited to
enhance low frequency components. DCT was used to
yield lower dimension feature space while the nearest
neighbor classifier was used for classification.
Ramasubramanian and Venkatesh [17] combined the use
of DCT, PCA and the characteristics of the Human Visual
System for face recognition. In [18] Dattatray and
Raghunath exploited the use of Radon, DCT and kernel
based learning for face recognition using three images per
subject they obtained 99.05% on FERET database, 99.32%
on ORL database and 99.6% using Yale database. In [19]
PCA and LDA were used in DCT domain to derive facial
features with reduced dimensionality while in [20] Radon
transform based on Particle Swarm Optimization followed
by PCA and LDA techniques for face recognition were
used. PCA was used for dimension reduction while LDA
was used to extract a set of basis vectors which maximize
the ratio between class scatter and within class scatter.
They achieved a recognition rate of 97.5%.

Approach and Motivation
This paper investigates an alternative holistic approach that
can be used for face recognition and compares it to the
popular PCA and DCT approach. Facial images are
represented as a finite 2-D matrix having local variation in
facial intensities resulting from different combinations of
abrupt features found in the face. To estimate transform
parameters that provide an initialization for subsequent
DCT computations, we seek for an accurate mathematical
model that can map facial image to the underlying low
level dimension space having redundant data and noise
removed. Radon transform was used along with the Fourier
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Slice Theorem (FST) referred to as filtered
backprobagation in this study to enhance low frequency
components in the image. The filtered elemental
reconstructions corresponding to each frequency domain
pattern are initialized for subsequent DCT computations.
DCT transforms the image pattern discarding highfrequency coefficients that separate significant data from
the least significant data. This retains a small subset of
lower frequency coefficients that are visually significant in
an image. PCA is then used to compute eigenvectors in the
direction of the largest variance of the training vectors also
called eigenfaces. Each eigenface is considered a feature
representing a point in a high-dimensional “face”.
Classification is done using a neural network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2,
gives the procedure for data acquisition and reconstruction.
Mathematical relationship between Radon transform and
Fourier Slice Theorem is also described. Section 3
explains Discrete Cosine Transform process, Section 4
explains PCA while Section 5 describes the applied back
propagation neural network process. Section 6, describes
the methodology, followed by section 7 which highlights
the performance of proposed system based on
experimental results. Finally section 8 gives the summary
and conclusion.

2. Data Acquisition and Reconstruction
2.1 Image Acquisition and Processing
In this study static images were obtained from Japanese
Female Facial Expression (JAFEE) database, which
contains 213 images of 7 facial expressions posed by 10
Japanese female models [21]. To improve recognition
performance against variations in face orientation, noise
and illumination, various enhancement procedures were
invoked to account for small perturbations in facial
geometry and illumination as shown in figure1.
Preprocessing measures taken include cropping images to
eliminate extrinsic details like hair, neck, ears not central
to face expression while eyes, mouth, and nose regions
were retained. Image enhancement was done using
morphological operators a process of smoothing
irregularities and eliminating imperfections such as noise
while distorting data of interest as little as possible [22].
Morphological operators opening and closing probe an
image with a template called a structuring element. The
structuring element is positioned at all possible locations in
the image and is compared with other corresponding
neighborhood pixels to test whether the element fits within
the neighborhood. Morphological opening defined as
opening of a set f by a structuring element b is the erosion
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of f by b followed by dilation of the result by b as given by
Eq.(1).
(1)
Erosion filter eliminates isolated facial image details
smaller than the structuring element assumed to be noise
from the background, followed by dilation which thickens
the object. The result of morphological opening is a
smoothened object that has noise removed without
affecting the shape and size of larger objects in the binary
facial object. Morphological opening creates some gaps
within an image this are fixed by performing a closing
operation on the opening. Morphological closing defined
as closing of a set f by a structuring element b is the
dilation of f by b followed by erosion of the result by b as
shown by Eq.(2).
(2)
The closing operator smoothens the object border, merges
together small features that are closer together and fills up
the small gaps in the facial object. The output image Fig.1
(d) is a better quality image for the purpose of
interpretation with features clearly visible.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 1(a) Original test image (b) a cropped image from a; (c)
morphological opening applied on image b; (d) morphological closing
applied on image c;

Fig. 2 Illustration of a set of projections through an object at a viewing
angle forming the function P.

Radon transform of a 2-D function f(x,y) in (t,θ) is shown
in Eq.( 3).
p  t ,   











f ( x, y) (t  x cos   y sin  )dxdy

(3)
Where t is the distance of a line from the origin, p(t,θ)is the
sinogram, δ(·) is the Dirac delta,  [0,  ] is the angle of
the line formed by the distance vector and t [, ] is
the perpendicular offset of the line from the origin. The δ
function converts the two dimensional integral to a line
integral dl along the line x cos   y sin   t . The
transformed function (t,θ) is the sinogram of f(x,y). A
Radon transformed 2D image projected at 125 degrees was
computed in Matlab, giving directional lines present in the
image see the sinogram Fig. 3. Each projection in the
image forms a feature vector from which Radon
transformed
image
intensities
were
extracted,
backprojected and summed up to generate vectors used to
approximate the shape of the original object see
backprojected image in Fig. 3. To backproject a profile of
intensities collected at an angle θ, we replicate the value
p(t,θ) at all points along the direction normal to the profile
for this angle as formally represented by Eq. 3.

2.2 Radon Transform
Radon transform collects line integrals across an image at
different angles capturing directional local features present
in the image. The Radon Transform of a 2 D function f(x,y)
in (t,θ) plane can be defined as a series of line integrals
through f(x,y) at different offsets from the origin [24].
Applying Radon transform on an image f(x,y) for a given
set of angles relates to computing the projection of the
image along these angles resulting into a profile of
intensities. Using the geometry illustrated in Fig.2, the
object is represented as a 2-D function f(x, y) and each line
integral by (t,θ) parameters.

Fig. 3 Backprojected image and its Sinogram computed at 125

From the results it is visible that backprojecting a Radon
transformed 2D image as shown in Fig.3 yields
unacceptably blurred image with high density at the center.
This results from the overlapping of Fourier-transformed
images around the low frequency region. To correct the
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artifact reformulation of the backprojection approach is
inevitable. To do this we use Fourier Slice Theorem.
2.3 Fourier Slice Theorem (FST).
The Fourier Slice Theorem is derived by taking onedimensional Fourier transform of a parallel projection and
noting that it is equivalent to a slice of the two-dimensional
Fourier transform of the original object. It follows that a
Fourier transform pθ(w) of a projection pθ(t) through an
image f(x,y) yields a two dimensional Fourier transform of
the image f(u,v) evaluated along the polar lines (wcosθ,
wsinθ). Given projection data, we can estimate the object
by performing a 2D inverse Fourier transform as follows
[24-25].
i.
Calculate the inverse of 2D Fourier transforms in
the Cartesian co-ordinate.
F ( x, y ) 









f (u, v)e 2 i ( ux  vy ) dudv

(4)
Then switch to polar coordinate, by letting
u=wcosθ, v=wsinθ, which has Jacobin w.
Changing differentials using dudv=w dwdθ. The
inverse Fourier becomes;




f ( x, y )  
dwd
 wF (wcos ,wsin )e
(5)
iii.
Manipulation of integration along full rays around
a semi-circle limits yields




ii.

f ( x, y)  

2



0

0



0





0

From the projection slice theorem
P  w  F  w cos  , w sin  

(7)







w P  we2 iw( x cos  y sin ) dwd

(8)
To ensure that Eq.(8) is indeed a filtered backprojection; filter the projections pθ(t) using a ramp
filter ||w|| to generate filtered projections pw (t ) :
0

iv.

w

P

0



 t   

w P

 we

2 iwt

dw

(9)
Build up f(x,y) by smearing the filtered projections back
across the image.


f ( x, y)   Pw  x cos  y sin d

(10)
Evaluation of the integrand in Eq.(9) requires one
dimension interpolation at t  x cos   y sin  . The first
part of the filtered back-projection algorithm
implementation uses a continuous ramp filter. The second
part of reconstruction is performed as per Eq. 10, summing
up elemental contributions from each filtered projection to
build up the grey scale values for (x,y) pixel. The filtering
process is discretized to implement the algorithm. This is
accomplished via the Fourier Slice Theorem. The
assumption is that the projections are band-limited with
band width W, that is P  w  =0 whenever || w || W ,
0

 1/(2W )

(11)
Using this representation for a projection the ramp filter in
Eq.(9) is rewritten as:
Pw  t  





p  k  

W

W

  sin 2 W  t -k  2 iwt   2 iwt
w 
e
dt  e
dw

2 W  t -k 



(12)
The inner integral in this expression is the Fourier
k 

transform of sinc function it can be reduced to
The filtered back projection is expressed as
Pw  t   





p  k  

W

W

 e2 iwk .

w cos  2 w  k  t   dw

(13)
Since only the even part survives integration over the
interval [-W,W] continuing with discretization process, it
is desirable to generate sample points of the filtered
w
1
projections p (t ) . Assuming that   (2W ) , we set t=jτ, in
the previous equation to get;
k 

pw ( j )  





k 

p (k ) 




1 1
p
 4 



W

W

  p ( j )W 2  2

(6)

Substitute in Eq. (6) to get,
f ( x, y)  

where W depends on the sampling size τ. If 
then sampling theorem requires:

sin 2 W  t-k 
P  t    p  k 
2 W  t-k 
k 

2 iw( x cos  y sin )

w F (wcos ,wsin )e2 iw( x cos  y sin ) dwd
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k 
k j

p 

W

0

w cos(2 w )(k  j ))dw

p  k 



 j   
k 

|| w ||cos(2 w (k  j ))dw

 k  j odd

 2 k  j

2







(14)
1
From Eq.(14) it is evident that apart from the constant 
w
the filtered projection data P  j  , j  ,...,  can
be

obtained

by

convolving

the

projection

data

P  k  , k  ,...,  with the kernel h(j) given by
1

4


h ( j )  0
 -1
 2
2

 j 

j=0
j=even
j=odd

(15)
The outcome of filtered backprojection is an image with
contrasting features (high-frequencies) required for face
expression recognition being emphasized as shown in Fig.
4, while blurring (low-frequencies) are minimized.

Fig. 4 Filtered backprojected image and its Sinogram

computed at 125
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One advantage of filtered backprojection algorithm over
frequency domain scheme is that reconstruction procedure
begins as soon as the first projection is measured. This
speeds up reconstruction procedure reducing the amount of
data that must be stored at any given time [24].

3. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
Discrete Cosine Transform is a popular linear projection
technique employed in different applications for feature
extraction. The superiority of DCT to PCA is that DCT
can be realized in a single image or signal, while PCA
depends on training samples. DCT is widely used
technique in many standards of image coding and
compression, like JPEG2000 and MPEG. DCT has the
property that, for a typical image, most of the visually
significant information about the image is concentrated in a
few coefficients. Extracted DCT coefficients can be used
as a type of signature that is useful for recognition tasks
such as face recognition [1]. Face images have high
correlation and redundant information which cause
computational burden in terms of processing speed and
memory utilization. DCT can be used to transform images
from the spatial domain to the frequency domain. Since
low frequency components are more visually significant in
an image than higher frequencies DCT can been used to
discard high-frequency coefficients and quantize the
remaining subset of coefficients. This reduces the data
volume without sacrificing too much image quality. The
2D-DCT of an M × N matrix A can be defined using Eq.
(16).
M 1 N 1
   2m  1 p     2n  1 q 
Bpq   p q  Amn cos 
 cos 

2M
2N
m0 n 0

 


,

(16)

Where, 0≤p≤M-1, 0≤q≤N-1
The values Bpq are the DCT coefficients. DCT is an
invertible transform, and its two-dimensional inverse
discrete cosine transform is given by Eq. (17):
M 1 N 1
   2m  1 p     2n  1 q 
Amn   p q Bpq cos 
 cos 

2M
2N
p 0 q 0

 
,

(17)

Where, 0≤m≤M-1, 0≤n≤N-1.
The values ∝p and ∝q are given by Eq. (18)





p  




1
, p  0
M
2
,1  p  M  1
M




1
,q  0
N





2
,1  q  N  1
N

q  


(18)
M and N are the row and column size of A, respectively.
DCT tends to concentrate information, making it useful for
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image compression applications. Applying DCT to an
input sequence decomposes it into weighted sum of basis
cosine sequences. To extract DCT coefficients filtered
backprojected image was taken as the input image and its
DCT computed. The upper left corner of a 2D-DCT matrix
contains the most important values, which correspond to
low-frequency components within the processed image
block. These were used to give a significant reduction in
number of feature vectors needed for subsequent
processing. For reconstruction DCT inverse Eq. (17) is
used. In order to reduce the amount of storage and
compute similarity between images for face expression
recognition PCA was used. PCA computes a small set of
eigenvectors with top Eigenvalues used to build principal
components for the feature space.

4. Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal Component Analysis is known for its dimension
reduction ability. It uses the least number of dimensions
but keeps most of the facial information. Due to its
simplicity and robustness, PCA was chosen as the baseline
algorithm for face recognition grand challenge (FRGC)
evaluation [26]. In this study PCA is used to achieve
dimensional reduction by extracting the most
representative features of facial data. By keeping low order
principal components and ignoring higher ones reduces not
only the image size but also the data. To compute PCA,
frequency components from DCT were mapped as feature
input matrix. First the mean vector of the vector population
was computed followed by an approximation of the
covariance matrix from a set of feature image matrix. Next
eigen vectors and eigenvalues for the covariance
transformation were obtained. Eigen vectors are invariant
in direction during a transformation as a result they are
used to form principal components that represent the
dataset. These principal components are called Eigenfaces
in Turk and Pentland face detection application and Eigen
vehicles in Zhang et al. vehicle detection application [27]
they are stored in the database during training for reference.
For derivation steps used to compute PCA in this work
interested readers are referred to [28]. To extract features
that are invariant to illumination and rotations, PCA was
used to compute a small set of eigenvectors with top
Eigenvalues used to build up image characteristic. In this
study, we used Q top eigenvectors where Q represents the
number of important features from the eigenspace.

5. Backpropagation Neural Network
A feed forward back propagation Neural Network was
used to train the network to recognize face expressions as
shown in figure 5. Neural network with biases, sigmoid
level, and linear output layer are capable of approximating
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any function with a finite number of discontinuities.
Gradient descent with adaptive learning rate
backpropagation was implemented using traingda function
in Matlab. The input vector is weighted with appropriate
weight matrix. The sum of weighted inputs and bias form
input to the transfer function j. Neurons use the
differentiable transfer function j to generate the output. As
learning progresses across a feed forward back propagation
neural network, hidden neurons discover the salient
features that characterize the training data from the
nonlinear transformed input data that results to a feature
space. From this new feature space the classes of interest
are separated. The output layer gives rise to facial
expressions. Tansig transfer function was used as an
activation function for hidden neurons and purelin transfer
function was used for output neurons. Each column of
matrix P was independent from the other columns resulting
in patterns that form feature vectors. To train a NN, the
input feature pattern was applied as a stimulus to the first
layer of network units, which was propagated through each
hidden layer adjusting the weights and bias of the network
and testing the training set until an output was generated.
The number of epochs were set to 20000, Mean Square
Error (MSE) performance function was computed using
the Eq. (19)
MSE 

1
Np

N

k
p

i 1

a
i

 kid



2

(19)
Where Np is the number of training patterns in the training

kia is the actual output of the network for the input
pattern i and kid is the desired output of the network for
pattern i . The actual network outputs are subtracted from
set.

the desired outputs and an error vector is produced. This
error vector is the basis for the back propagation step.
Errors are passed back through the network by calculating
the contribution of each hidden processing layer and
deriving the corresponding adjustment needed to produce
the correct output. The process is repeated, layer by layer,
until each node in the network receives an error signal that
describes its relative contribution to the total error. Based
on the error signals received, connection weights are
readjusted to cause the network to converge towards a state
that allows all the training patterns to be encoded.

Figure 5. An illustration of neural network training architecture.
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6. Methodology
To assess the validity and efficiency of the proposed
approach experiments were conducted on Japanese Female
Facial Expression (JAFFE) database. The database
contains 213 images of 7 facial expressions posed by 10
Japanese female models. Ten individuals posed 3 to 4
expressions of each of the seven facial expressions;
happiness, sadness, surprise, anger, disgust, fear and
normal expression. JAFFE database presented include
these images with minor rotation of camera axis and
variations in head poses. Face recognition accuracy
depends heavily on how well the input images have been
compensated for pose, illumination and facial
expression.To improve on direction low-frequency
components, Radon transform was applied on
preprocessed image data. Being a line intergral Radon
transform acts like a low pass filter amplifying low
frequency components in the image. Fourier Slice
Theorem was then used before image intensities were
extracted back-projected and the vectors summed up to
generate the approximate shape of the facial object. This
output was used to initialize DCT computations. DCT was
used to discard high-frequency coefficients and quantize
the remaining lower frequency coefficients reducing the
data volume without sacrificing too much image quality.
To recognize an input face, PCA is used on the subset of
DCT coefficients to compute eigenvectors in the direction
of the largest variance of the training vectors. During
training 136 feature vectors were used while testing phase
consisted of 70 feature vectors. Images that were used in
the testing set were not included in the training set. A
neural network was then trained using the outcome of the
PCA process. The output generated was used as a feature
map to provide an indication of the presence or absence of
face expression feature combinations at the input. For
purposes of evaluation and comparison, the following
investigations were carried out.
i.
Testing the number of Radon projections on
face expression recognition
ii.
Testing the effect of Morphological opening
and closing on filtered backprojection
approach for determination of emotional state
from facial expression recognition.
iii.
Testing the performance of PCA approach
used alone for determination of emotional
state from facial expression recognition.
iv.
Testing the performance of DCT approach
used alone for determination of emotional
state from facial expression recognition.
v.
Testing the effect of white noise robustness
on facial data for determination of emotional
state from facial expression recognition.
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Table 2: Effect of Morphological processing on facial data for
expression recognition

7. Results and Conclusion

(%)

7.1 Effect of number of Radon projections

No of Radon
Projections

In the proposed approach Radon transform is used to
derive directional features with facial image data being
projected at 125 degrees. To derive the best projection
value, a series of experiments were carried out varying the
projection degree between 30 and 180. Table 1 shows
results obtained from reconstruction of facial image data
for filtered backprojected enhanced data. The results
reveal a steady increment in percentage recognition as the
number of projections increase until 125 thereafter
recognition rate starts to decline with any additional
projections. Recognition accuracy was computed using Eq.
(20).
Recognition Rate 

Number of Correct Images Classified
100
Total Number of Classifications

[20]

Table1: Effect of number of Radon projections on face expression
recognition
No of Radon Recognition
Projections
Rate

7.2 Effect
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30

94.49

40

93.73

50

94.76

60

95.97

70

96.95

80

96.97

90

97.99

100

98.19

125

98.99

150

97.79

180

97.39

of morphological processing

To evaluate the impact of pre-processing undertaken, we
experimented with both morphologically enhanced and
non-enhanced images. Non enhanced images gave their
highest recognition rate at 97.79% while morphological
processed image data gave 98.99% accuracy in
determination of emotional state from facial expression
recognition as shown in table 2.The confusion matrices
presented by table 3 and table 4 present best performances
of the experiments carried out in more details. The
diagonal entries show the percentage of correct
classification for each class and the scores off the diagonal
entries show misclassification.

Recognition Rate

Non enhanced data

Enhanced data

30

93.69

94.49

40

94.51

93.73

50

95.96

94.76

60

96.36

95.97

70

96.59

96.95

80

96.97

96.97

90

97.39

97.99

100

97.79

98.19

125

97.77

98.99

150

97.58

97.79

180

97.15

97.39

Table 3: Confusion Matrix for enhanced filtered back propagation facial
data in DCT-PCA domain.
Face
Predicted Emotions
expression
Ang
Dis
Fea
Hap
Nor
Sad
Surp

Ang
100

Dis

Fea

100
1.4

97.2

Hap

Nor

98.6

1.4
100

Sad

Sur

1.4

2.9

97.1
100

Recognition rate =98.99%
Table4: Confusion Matrix for non-enhanced filtered backpropagation
facial data in DCT-PCA domain.
Face
Predicted Emotions
expression
Ang
Dis
Fea
Hap
Nor
Sad
Surp

Ang
95.8

Dis
1.4
98.6
1.4

Fea

Hap
1.4

Nor

Sad
1.4
1.4

97.2

1.4
100

1.4

95.7

1.4

Sur

2.9

1.4

97.2
100

Recognition rate =97.79%

7.3 Performance of PCA and DCT approach
For comparative analysis we implemented PCA and DCT
algorithms. In both the algorithms morphologically
enhanced facial data were used. The results obtained are
illustrated using the confusion matrix given in Table 5 and
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Table 6. In all these algorithms the neural network is used
as the classifier.
Table 5. Confusion Matrix for morphologically processed filtered
backpropagation using PCA approach.
Face
expression
Ang
Dis
Fea
Hap
Nor
Sad
Surp

Predicted Emotions
Ang
100

Dis

Fea

100
1.4

97.2

Hap

Nor

98.6

1.4
100

Sad

Sur

1.4

2.9

97.1
100

Recognition rate =98.2%
Table 6: Confusion Matrix for morphologically processed filtered
backpropagation using DCT approach.
Face
expression
Ang
Dis
Fea
Hap
Nor
Sad
Surp

Dis
100
1.4

8. Summary and Conclusions
In this study enhanced facial images from JAFEE database
were used to accurately determine motional state facial
expressions. Morphological operators were used eliminate
noise and other irregularities in facial objects. Results
demonstrate that preprocessed facial data combined with
filtered backprojection using DCT-PCA algorithm can be
used to effectively determine emotional state from facial
expressions. DCT was used to extract visually significant
low frequency components in an image while PCA was
used to extract discriminative principle features used by a
neural network to accurately determine motional state
facial expressions. The feasibility of the proposed
approach has been duly tested on JAFEE database. Results
show that the proposed approach significantly outperforms
other standard methods like DCT and PCA.
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